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ANOTHER 1,000 BOMBERS OVER GERMANY

Bremen was the main target for the third R.A.F. "four-figure" bombing
attack on Germany, in which all the operational Commands - Bomber. Fighter,

Coastal, and Army Co-Operation - were engaged.

All the bombing of Bremen was concentrated into a time - limit of one hour

and a quarter - 15 minutes less than the tine taken for the thousand bombers

to attack Cologne;

the

The night ran so short and the journey so long that the bombing force took

off and leaded in daylight.

The port of Bremen is the second largest in Germany, and its importance

at the present time is largely due to war factories and shipbuilding yards.

These yards, like most others in Germany, are now building submarines.

There are many other important war industries in Bremen, including,
aircraft factories.

The weather for the night, unfortunately, failed to come up to

expectations. Clouds blowing in from the sea often covered Bremen. These

clouds wore moving all the time, but only began to disperse towards the end of

the attack. At times no more could be seen than the glow of fires under the

clouds, though these were bright enough to light up the sky above. Some crews

who managed to dip underneath the very low cloud-base reported many large fires.

It was very bright above the clouds, with the glow of Northern Lights

in the distance and a brilliant moon to the south, and, consequently, a good

night for fighters.

The captain of a Halifax said that he could distinguish the types of

aircraft as far as five miles away. "We could doc fights going on," he said,

"and tracer bullets weaving about, but the conditions meant that the fighters.

hadn't much chance of pouncing on us without being seen. It was so bright

that some of the bombers were able to fly in formation. A Stirling 'formated'

us, and we spoke to him."
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It was nothing unusual for crews to be surrounded by three or four

night fighers, and there were many fierce battles.

"On our way back," said, the rear-gunner of a Stirling, "I saw a

twin-engined fighter with a searchlight in its nose. It was chasing us.

I calledup the pilot on the inter-co
m,

and he took avoiding action, but

the fighter cane on at us from dead astern. I got it in my sights and gave

a long burst. Almost immediately it burst into flames, heeled over, and

fell into the sea,"

A Wellington rear-gunner .shot down a lighter with a burst right in

its belly just as it passed over his turret. The port engine caught fire,
then the wing, -and finally the fighter dived right into the sea. The pilot
said that he could see the ripples in the water evade by the fighter when it

sank.

Several polish squadrons were engaged in the raid. They cheered

loudly when told it was to be another 1,000 raid.

Grows of Coastal Command aircraft many of whom spend long hours over

the sea on U-boat patrol, regarded the raid as rather a special privilege.

Usually they hunt the U-boats on the high seas. Last night they

were hunting then, in the port, which is a U-boat home.

In addition to British squadrons, aircraft of coastal Command taking

part in the raid, Included aircraft of the Royal Dutch Naval Air service,

polish and Czecho-Slovak squadrons, and the Royal-Canadian Air Force ,■ "Demon"

Squadron.

While Hudsons (the first American-built aircraft to take part in a

thousand-bomber raid) and Wellingtons were helping Bomber Command to attack

Bremen, Beaufighters were carrying out intruder operations over enemy

aerodromes in Holland, Belgium, and Northern France •

"The whole area was' illuminated by a concentration of flak," said one

of the pilots who went to Bremen. "It was- woven into a crazy galaxy of all

colours, mainly green and red, with-orange flares 'dropping ''and blue- search-

lights probing through." •

Several of the aircraft reported that they were accompanied by "flak"

almost'"the'"whole way from-the Frisian Islands. Flak' ships also opened fire

as they crossed the coast*

A Czech pilot reported that when he arrived over the target-area he saw-

four large fires.

: An English pilot saw his bombs burst on a' large warehouse- alongside

the river. Another building close by was blazing fiercely.

This afternoon a reconnaissance aircraft, flying at a great height

over Bremen, reported that fires were still burning in the city.
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